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An introduction to Liapunov's second method as it 
anplies to control system stability is presented in this 
work. Main theorems and definitions of Liapunov's method 
are treated. In particular, Lur'e's method and Szego's 
method for testing the stability of a nonlinear system are 
presented, and several examples are used to illustrate these 
procedures. 
It is concluded that the applications of Liapunov's 
second method to practical engineering problems are still 
applicable to only certain classes of systems due to the 
difficulties of the techniques in generating Liapunov func-
tions. If practical and more generally applicable engineer-
ing methods can be devised for generating Lianunov functions, 
then the method may become the best tool available for the 
analysis and design of nonlinear systems. 
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In recent years~ the study of nonlinear control systems 
has attracted considerable attention in the engineering 
field. Research in this area has been intensified because 
the solution of pressing problems has required increased 
knowledge. Stabilitv conditions for nonlinear systems have 
been the subject of a great deal of investigation. Often 
a system may be reolaced bv a linear anproximation to test 
for stability or a linear test with minor modifications is 
used, but these techniques are no longer valid in more 
general cases of complex systems. Liaounov•s.method is, at 
the present time, the principal mathematical tool in solving 
nonlinear stabilitv problems of the most varied tvoe. 
In his oaper, Liapunov dealt with stabilitv bv two 
distinct methods. The so-called "first method" presupposes 
that an explicit solution is known and is only applicable to 
some restricted cases.. As against this, the "second method" 
is of great generality and power, and it is able to answer 
questions of stability for certain classes of differential 
equationst but without explicit knowledge of their solutions. 
If the state of the svstem is represented bv the vector x, 
x :: (x1 , x2 ; ••• , xn), where x1 , x2 , ••• , xn are state 
variables of the system, the principal idea of the second 
method can be interpreted as: If the rate of changeJdE(x)/dt, 
of the energy E(x) of anYohvsical system is negative for )i ·'· •• 
every possible state ~, the energy will continuouslv 
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decrease until it finally assumes its minimum value E<xe>, 
where x = Xe is the equilibrium state. In other words, a 
dissipative system perturbed from its equilibrium state will 
always return to it; this is the intuitive concept of 
stabilitv. 
In order to develop this idea into a precise mathemati-
cal tool, the foregoing reasoning must be made indenendant 
of the physical concept of energy. The mathematical counter-
part of the foregoing reasoning is the following conjectured 
theorem: A dynamic system is stable (in the sense that it 
returns to equilibrium after any perturbation) if and onlv 
if there exists a "Liapunov function" of the state variables 
i.e. some scalar function V(x) with the pronerties: (a) 
. . 
V(x) > o, VO() < 0 when x :\ xe and (b) VOD = VOD = 0 when 
x = xe• As will be explained later, this conjecture is 
correct under slight additional mathematical restrictions. 
The aim of this tvork is to present some basic concents 
of Liapunov functions, definitions and main theorems. Two 
methods for testing the stability of a nonlinear system, 
that is, the method of Lur•e and the method of Szego, are 
presented in a more readable form. Two examples are worked 
with these two methods to illustrate their application. 
The method of Lur'e reduces the study of nonlinear 
automatic control systems to a consideration of the realness 
of the roots of certain sets of quadratic equations. 
Although it is onlv a sufficient condition for testing the 
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stabilitv of a system, its convenient application makes it a 
significant. contribution. 
The method of Szego requires finding a Liapunov function 
of a nonlinear system whose nonlinearity is representable in 
polynomial form. The coefficients of the Liapunov function 
are calculated up to a constant factor bv simple algebraic 
equations. The method is useful for generating Liapunov 
functions for a certain special class of systems. When 
using the method of Szego there is a possibility of an 
approximate identification of the limit surface of the 
stability for a nonlinear system, but this is beyond the 
discussion in this work. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The method of Lianunov \vas first introduced to the 
u.s.A. by J. L. Mass.-er,a(l);'; in 1949 in a nurelv mathematical 
approach to the stability of differential equations. In 
Lur' e 's book ( 2) , which ~..ras translated into English in 19 57, 
a wide range of anplications of Lianunov functions is used 
in nonlinear control systems and a transformation method 
was introduced, which enables the control system equations 
to be transformed into a new set of variables to make the 
testing of stability easier. 
Since 1960, Liapunov's method has received wide 
appreciation in this country. Kalman and Bertram (3) have 
rigorously exposed the fundamental concepts of Liapunov•s 
theorv and annlications are made to various fields in con-
trol systems. Liapunov's method is easv to apnlv in orinci-
ple but successful manipulation techniques have been 
developed for only a relatively few cases. The method can 
theoretically be applied to very complex problems if oroner 
techniques are discovered. Krosovskii•s theorem and 
Aizerman's conjecture, which are treated in Monroe's book 
(5), are extensions of Liapunov's theorems for a general 
stability test. 
From Liapunov's theorv, a system is stable if and onlv 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references in the 
Bibliography. 
if there exists a "Liapunov function", VO{). So far there 
are several methods developed for generating Liapunov 
functions for nonlinear control systems. Yet every method 
can be apnlied only to limited classes of systems. In the 
work of Ingwersen ( 6) , he developed the .integration of 
matrices method to generate Liapunov functions directly. 
The variable gradient method for generating Liapunov func-
tions was presented by Schultz and Gibson (7) in 1962 1 
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which provides a more general approach for generating 
Liapunov functions. Zubov's method for generating Liapunov 
functions is presented by Szego (15). In this method the 
V(x) function is generated by successive integration through 
the application of Liapunov extension theorems. The two 
methods presented in this work are largely based on Lur'e 
(2), Letov (13), and Thaler and Pastel's books (4) and 
Szego's papers (8), (15). 
On the theoretical part of Liaounov's method, a clear, 
self-contained exposition is demonstrated in LaSalle and 
Lefschetz's book (9). Its readable form makes Liapunov's 
theory accessible to engineering readers. A more rigorous 
theory and extension of Liapunov's method can be found in 
Zubov's book (10), which was translated into English in 1962. 
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III. GENERAL THEORY OF LIAPUNOV'S SECOND METHOD 
For the concepts of stability of a control system to 
have any meaning, the system must be capable of changing its 
states and if it possesses this property, an approximate 
mathematical model can be devised for describing the nature 
of this change. The mathematical model of the dynamics of 
motion in a physical system are usually specified by one or 
more differential equations. These equations may be linear 
or nonlinear and can be expressed as 
where X., x, 
X (n) = f(x t · - x<n-1)) x, ::x:, ••• t (3.1) 
••• t x<n-l), x(n) are the first, second, ••• , 
(n-l)th and nth derivatives of x with respect to time. It 
is possible to rearrange the equations into a set of first 
order equations of the form 
. + + + xl = all xl a12 x2 ••• aln xn 
. 
x2 = a21 xl + a22 x2 + ••• + a2n xn 
*3 = FOO + a32 x2 + ••• + a3n X (3.2) n 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. 
xn =a 1 x1 +a 2 x2 + ••• +a x n n . nn n 
where F(x) in the third equation actually can be placed in 
any of these n equations depending on the configuration of 
Eq. (3,1); the individual equations can be linear or non-
linear. The system response to any disturbance is a function 
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of the state variables x1 , x2, ••• , xn. 
There are several definitions that have to be presented 
before the theorems are introduced. 
.1. 
2. 
The norm of x, 1t xlf , is defined by 
llxn 2 2 + x2 + + x2 = xl • • • 2 n 
Positive (negative) definite 
A scalar function V(x) is nositive (negative) 
definite, if in the region defined by 
nxu ~ h 
where h is a positive constant, 
V(x) ) o < V(x) < o ) for all x ~ o 
and von = 0 at x = 0 
3, Positive (negative) semidefinite 
A scalar function V(x) is positive(negative) semi-
definite if, for llxU' h, 
V Ot> ~ 0 ( VOn ~ 0 ) for all x \ 0 
and VOD = o at x = 0 
In both of the above cases, h can be made arbitrarily 
small, ·in which case V(x) would be definite (semidefinite) in 
an arbitZ?ar.ilV' small region about the origin. If h is 
infinite, V(x) is definite (semidefinite) in the whole snace. 
This is sometimes referred to as globally definite (semi-
definite). 
4. Indefinite 
A scalar function V(x) is indefinite if it is 
neither of the above and therefore, no matter how 
small the h, in the region !lXI!' h. V(x) may assume 
both positive and negative values. 
5. Stabilitv in the Liapunov sense 
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Let the equilibrium condition be the origin and the 
system equation be x = X(x), X(O) = o, and S(R) be 
the spherical region of radius R > 0 around the 
origin, where S(R) consists of points x satisfying 
the condition llxU < R. The system is said to be 
stable in the Liapunov sense or simply stable, if, 
corresponding to each S(R) there is an S(r) such 
that solutions starting in S(r) do not leave S(R) 
as t-oo. 
6. Asymptotically stable 
If the system is stable and, in addition, every 
solution starting in S(r) not only stays within 
S (R) but approaches the origin as t __,.. e>o then the 
system is asymptotically stable. 
Definitions (5) and (6) are sometimes referred to as 
locally stable and locally asymptotically stable when stable 
and asY,mptotically stable conditions are only satisified in 
a limited region. If conditions are satisfied in the whole 
state space, they are referred to as globally stable and 
globally asymptotically stable. 
7. Unstable 
A system. is unstable whenever for some R and any r, 
no matter how small, there is always in S(r) an 
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initial condition of the variable x such that the 
response of the svstem leaves S(R) to the boundarv 
of state space as t-""'oo. 
8. Liapunov function 
A real-valued function V(x) is called a Lianunov 
function if it nossesses the properties 
(a) V(x) is positive definite. 
(b) V(x) has continuous first nartial deriva-
tives with respect to x1 , x2 , ••• ,and xn• 
(c) Lim von =DO 
x-oo 
(d) V(i) is at least negative semidefinite. 
Theorem 1: For a system of nth order described bv 
Eq. (3.1) if there exists a Liapunov function 
(a) With V(~) negative definite, the svsten is 
asymptotically stable. 
(b) \iith V(x) negative semidefinite, the 
system is stable. 
If these conditions are only satisfied in a finite 
closed surface region around the equilibrium Point xe, then 
the system is locally (asymptotically) stable over this 
region. 
Theorem 2: For a system of nth order described bv 
Eq. (3.1)~ if there can be generated a real-valued function 
VOO • which is continuous together with its first Partial 
derivatives with respect to x1 , x2 , ••• , xn, and has the 
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properties that there exists no closed surface region around 
the equilibrium point Xe such that within this region 
V(x) is negative definite while V(x) is positive 
semidefiniteJ or. 
V(x) is positive definite while V(x) is negative 
semidefiniteJ 
then this function fails to determine whether this system is 
stable or not. 
Theorem 3: For a system of nth order described bv 
Eq. (3.1), if there can be generated a real-valued function 
V(x) which is continuous together with its first partial 
derivatives with respect to x1 , x2, ••• , xn and if VCx) is 
negative definite and V(x) is not positive semidefinite in 
a closed surface region around the equilibrium point xe, 
then the system is unstable in that region. 
Note that the stability (instability) region which is 
defined by one generated V-function may not be the same as 
that which is defined bv another V-function generated bv a 
different method. So once a stabilitv (instability) region 
is defined, it can only be shown that inside of this 
specific region, the system is stable (unstable), and there 
is no information at all whether the outside region is 
unstable (stable) or not. Consequently, it is hard to find 
the true bounded region of stability (instability) of a 
nonlinear system by the generated Liapunov function. 
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IV. THE METHOD OF LUR'E 
The Svstem Equations 
Since each control svstem requires analvsis of a new 
set of simultaneous equations, it is convenient to transfer 
all such sets of equations into a standard or canonical 
form so that the analvsis may be svstematized as much as 
nossible. Standard matrix manipulation techniques transform 
the equations into canonical form such that the resulting 
vector matrix is a diagonal matrix. 
Lur 1e classified the control systems into two tvnes~ 
that is, "dir>ect control 11 arid "indirect control". The term 
direct contr>ol refers to systems utilizing the error si~nal 
to achieve a direct displacement of the innut control member 
of the system, while indirect control refers to systems that 
utilize the error si~nal to achieve a rate of displacement 
of the input control member of the system. Indirect control 
is therefore a particular case of direct control. In the 
linear portion of the system, the indirect control svstem 
contains a simple pole at the origin in the forward loon 
transfer function. 
used 
To permit shorthand notation, the following svmbols are 
[] = matrix 
] = column matrix 
[D) = diagonal matrix 
L.-J = row matrix 
The equation of motion for a system utilizing direct 
control may be written as 
x] :: [A] x] + B) F(~) 
a- ::: & x] 
where F(~) is the svstem nonlinearitv. 
To transform Eo. (4.1) to canonical form, let 
x] = [Q] Z] 
xJ = coJ iJ 
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(4.1) 
( 4. 2) 
where [Q] is the modal matrix of [A], i.e.t [Q-1 ][A][Q] = [D] 
and the diagonal elements of [D] are eigenvalues of [A]. The 
matrix [Q] is formed by making corresponding normalized 
eigenvectors of [A] to be columns of the matrix. Substitut-
ing in Eq. (4.1) 
[Q] Z] = [A][Q] Z] • B] F(<J) 
Premultiplying both sides bv [q-1 ] 
zJ = co- 1 JCAJCQJ zJ + co-1 J sJ rc~> 
(4.3) 
:: [D) Z] + [q-1] B] F(~) (4.4) 
Note that [Q-1 J B] can be renresented in the form of a diag-




vl vl 0 0 1 ' .... 
v2 0 v2 ... 0 1 
I 
' 
cq-lJ B] = v3 = l • • • • • • • • • e • ! 1 = [V] 1] 
I l i I • I 
I I • • • • • • $ 0 • ' • I • i I I I ' I 0 0 vnj 1 v nj ! ••• l 
Define a new variable by the transformation 
Z] = [V] Y] 
z J = [V] Y] 
and Eq. (4.4) becomes 
(V] Y] = [D](V] Y] + [V] 1] F(cr) 
Premultiplying by [V-1 ] 
YJ = cv-1 JEnJEvJ YJ + cv-1JCvJ 1J F<~> 
where [D) and [V] are diagonal matrices of same size 
[D][V] = [V][D] 
then 
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YJ = cv-lJEvJEnJ YJ + cv-lJ[vJ 1J r<~> 
= (D] Y] + 1] F(~) (4.5a) 
Also from Eo. (4.2) 
(J" = &., x] 
= f, [Q] Z] 
= ~ [Q][V] Y] = J1, Y] (4.5b) 
Eq. (4.5a) and (4.5b) are the canonical forms for direct 
control. 
In order to transform the system equations for direct 
control into the canonical form shown in Eqs. ( 4 .sa and 
(4.Slj, it becomes necessary to evaluate matrices (Q], [V] 
and cq-1]. 
If [A] has a zero eigenvalue, i.e., the determinant 
equation 
!(A] - A[!] I = 0 
contains a zero root (this will be the case if an integrator 
is used in the forward loo? of the system), the system is 
then classified as an indirect control system and the system 
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equations can be written in the form of 
• 
x] = [A2] x] + G] ¢ (4.6a) 
Let . b = bF (a-) (4,6b) 
If = Ji, x] 
-
JS (4.6c) 
where J is a simnle constant and the zero root is explicitly 
contained in the control Eq. (4.6'b) and not in the transi-
tion matrix EA2 J. This change in form is to avoid the zero 
eigenvalue in the matrix EA2 J. 
To put Eqs. (4.6a, b, c) in canonical form, a modal 
matrix, (P], is found to define the variable Z] such that 
x] = [P] Z] 
xJ = EPJ zJ 
and [p-l][A2J(P] = [D2J 
Thus 
[P] Z] = [A2](P] Z] + G]h 
or Z] = (p-l][A2](P] Z] + (p-1] G]S 
= [D2 ] Z] + [p-l] G] S 
, A new transformation is chosen as 
Z ] = W] - [ D 2 -1 ] [ p-1 ] G ] & 
Z ] = W] - [ D -l] [ p-1] G] S 2 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
By this transformation, the system equations can be manipu-
lated by substituting Eq. (4.8) into Ea. (4.7), which results 
in the form of Eq. (4.9a). Also Eq. (4.6b,c) becomes Eq. 
(4.9b, .c) after this transformation. 
W] : [ D 2 ] W] + [ D 2-1] [ p-1] G ] & (4.9a) 
. 
8 : bF(IT) (4.9b) 
<:r = J:!., [P] W] - Ji, [P][D2 -l][p-l] G)& - J S 
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(4.9c) 
Substitute Ea. (4.9a) into Eq. (4.9c), then Ea. (4.9c) 
becomes 
• Q- = Ji, [P](D2 J[W] - J& 
and substitutinp, Eq. (4.9b) into Eqs. (4.9a), (4.9c), the 
system equations can be simnlified as 
W] = [D2] W] + [D2-1J[p-l] G]b F(~) 
iJ = J!t [P)[D2 ] W] - JbF(<r) 
(4.10a) 
(4.10b) 
Note that [o2-l][p-l] G]b is a vector which mav be written 
as 
[o2-l][p-l] G]b = V2J = [V2J l] 
where [V 2J is a diagonal matrix. Then using the transforma-
tion 
Substituting in Eq. (4.10a• b) and premultinlying by [v2-1J, 
Y] = [Dz] Y] + 1] r<~> C4.lla) 
iJ- = bY] - JbF(<r) 
where J:., = JL [P][D2Hv2J 
(4.llb) 
The formation of a Liapunov function and derivation of 
the stability conditions are based on the canonical forms 
Eqs. (4.sa. b) for direct control a.nd Eqs. (4.lla, b) for 
indirect control. 
The Formulation of a Liapunov Function 
For a set of simultaneous linear equations, the most 
convenient form of a Liapunov function is usually the 
generalized quadratic form 
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V ( x 1 , x 2 , • • • xn ) :: ~ [A] x ] 
(4.12) 
where the a .. 's are selected to suit the nroblem and where 1.1 
it is necessarv to select the terms so that V is nositive 
definite and dV/dt is negative definite. For nonlinear 
systems the formation of a Lianunov function is largely a 
matter of trial and error. The advantage of the canonical 
form is thatt for systems which can be described by these 
canonical equations, a suitable form for the Lianunov func-
tion is known, and only the snecific details must be studied. 
In the equations of direct control, the set of equations 
. 
Y] : (D) Y] + 1] F(~) 
contains n variables when the svstem is of nth order. The ~ 
equation is an auxiliary equation. The set of equations for 
indirect control. is of the same algebraic form as the Y] 
equation for direct control, but contains onlv (n-1) 
variables when the svstem is of nth order; the ~ equation is 
not an auxiliary equation but is needed to define the nth 
variable. Thus for direct control the Liapunov function is 
expressed in terms of n variables and is of the form 
V(y1 , y2 , ••• Vn>t whereas for indirect control the Liapunov 
function is still exoressed in terms of n variables but is 
the form of V(y1 , y 2, .... Yn-1, o-) .. 
For the case of indirect control, the form of the 
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Liapunov function is chosen to be 
1 2 2 2 V(yl, v2' • • • Vn-lt U") = z(Alvl + A2y2 + • • • + An-lYn-1) 
n-1 n-1 (J"' 
- ~ L a.iajViV; + foF(O"")dcr 
1 = 1 i = 1 A.j_ +A.; 
(4.13) 
where (1) the coefficients Ai > o, (2) ai, a4 are arbitrary 
but real and (3)~i• Aj are eigenvalues of (A2]• The nature 
of the nonlinearitv is restricted somewhat bv suecifving 
that 
F(~) = 0 
and o-F(o-) > 0 
at cr = 0 
at cr I 0 
also the real part of the eigenvalues are negative. Then the 
first section on the right hand side of Eq. (4.13) is posi-
tive definite and the integral is positive definite because 
of the restriction on F(~)*, and the middle section can be 




..\i + )..• J 
for Re Ai, ReAj < 0 
= ~ -..::::.-- a.;a•v.;V· e 1 + j t dt n-1 n-1 loo ()..· A. ) · L- ..r::;_ .... 1 ..... 1 i=l j=l ' " () 
(4,14) 
*That !r<cr-)d'J" is positive definite can be shown by 
"the first 11law of the mean": If f(x) is continuous for · :a~ ~X·~ b,jaf(x)dx = (b-a)f(~), for at least one ~ such that 
a -t:.. 't & b • 
....... C) -..;: 
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Therefore, the term is positive definite. 
For the case of direct control, the integral term of 
Eq. (4.13) is deleted, but the nonlinearity must be intro-
duced as soon as the derivative of the Lianunov function is 
obtained, so that further manipulations can be undertaken. 
Consider the canonical form for the equations of direct 
control 
. 
Y] = [D] Y] + l] F(Q'") 
()"' = J!, Y] 
(4.15a) 
(4.15b) 
The general form for the Liapunov function is chosen as 
2 
n Aiyi n n 2:--L~ 
i=l 2 i=l J=l 
(4.16) 
The derivative of Eq. (4.16) is found to be 
• n n 
-2:. L: 
a·a.y.y. ~ T ~·· J 
i=l j=1 .:Ai + )...• l 
(4.17) 
The terms v· and V· are obtained from Eo. (4.15a) 
. ~ •J . 
n n ~ a. a. v · [A.· v · + F (cr) ] 
• ~ ~J·~ J'J v = -.::::-- A. v . [>...; v . + r Co-) J - e::_ 
..,c._ ., ~ .... ~ i=l ~ i=l j=l i + j 
n n a1a1yj[AiVi + F(~) J 
- :z: z: --· _. ----
'1'1 '+. ~= }= ~ J 
n 2 ~n ::Ln a.a.v. + a,;a.y. ~ J•· ~ .... J• J ) 
= .....::::-- A ..... Y· + F(cr) (A.y. -





.Ai + A.l 
(4.18) 
The last two terms of Eq. (4.18) can be written as 
n n a·a·' .v-v· n n a·a. ·V·V· ~ ~ ~ y''l' ~-· J ~ y ~ J ~- ~ J 
- "'·-· z_ ~ - ,!"_ .. _. i=l ~=1 -i + ~j i=l ~=1 i + i 
n a.: a_1. v . v 1• ( )v + .A • ) ~ .._ - ~- ~ ~ J 







~ J ~- J 
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a.a.v.: + a.a 1·v. ~l"'- ~.-.l) (4.19) 
>--i + A.; 
SinceRe Ai< o, then the first term is negative definite, 
and the second term negative semidefinite. Therefore, it is 
onlv necessary to establish nroner conditions for the third 
term in order to guarantee the stability of the system. At 
this point it is desirable for convenience to introduce the 
second canonical eouation cr = ~" Y] and add and subtract 
o-F(o-) to and from Eq. (4.19). Since the term- IJF(IT) is 
negative definite, the term+ ~F(IT) must be included with 





n 2 v ::: ~ - ( ~ aivi) - O""F (o-) i=l i=l 
n n a·a·v· + a·a·v· 






Now V can be made negative definite if the coefficient of 
the F (o-) term is zero, this condition is 
(4.21) 
Expanding and rearran~ing Eq. (4.21) vields 
The problem is to find values of the Ai and ai such 
that Eq. (4.22) is satisfied. This gives rise to a set of 
simultaneous equations 
(4.23) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' e 
n a a. 
A -2"Z:. nJ +b =0 
n j=l ~n+~j n 
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If s. (4.23) can be solved simultaneously for values 
of Ai and ai, the required conditions for stability are 
established. It is imnortant to note that the Lianunov 
function is given bv Eo~ (4.16) and its derivative is given 
by Eq. (4.17) or (4.20), but none of these equations is 
needed in its entiretv for the stability check. The condi-
tions which guarantee stability are actually those condi-
tions needed to guarantee that Zq. (4.20) is negative 
definite, and these are established by requiring that the 
coefficient of the last term in Eq. ( 4. 20) become zero. This 
gives rise to Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23). 
To guarantee asymptotic stability it is necessary only 
to establish conditions which assure that these equations 
have a solution. However, if the Lianunov function is need-
ed exnlicitly, then values for the Ai and ai must be 
obtained. Divide each equation of Eq. (4.23) by the corre-
sponding value of Ait and add these equations to obtain 
The 







-2 Z z= 
i=l j=l 
term of Eq. (4.24) can 
n a.a. 
? ~ J -2 = i=l 0i_(Ai + .A;) 
n n 
=- 2:: z= 
i=l j=l 
a. a. 4 ~ J -· 
--------Ai .Xj Xi + .Aj 
n n a· a. A' + A• z ~ ~ J 1. J = - -i=l ]= Ai A.:· A· + A.~ J ~ ' 
(4.21+) 
be maninulated as 
n n a· a· Ai 2 2: ~ J 
--i=l j=l .Ai ).;' :Ai + .Ai 1 
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(4.24a) 
Thus Eq. (4.24) becomes 
n a· ( ,~ .. ~ 2_ 




This result indicates that if Eqs. ( 4. 2 3) a!"e to have 
real or comolex coniugate roots for the ai, if and onlv if 
n b· n A· 
-.;:::- J. oc::::- -~ 
£_ ->-~ i=l .Ai i=l Ai (4.26) 
In checking necessary condition for stability, it mav be 
considered that Ai can be made ne~ligiblv small and be 
discarded. ' The reason this mav be done is that the AiSare 
required to guarantee V positive definite in Eq. (4.16) and 
. 
V negative definite in Eq. (4.20), but any values Ai > 0 
provide this guarantee; thus all of the Ai mav be made as 
small as desired and hence neglected 
n a1aj 
-2 z + bl = 0 j=l ).1 + A-j 
n 
-2 z j=l A2 + Aj 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . 
+ b = 0 n 
in Eq. (4.23). Thus 
(4.27) 
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In Eq. (4.26) for Ai > 0, ReJ~i< 0 the right hand side 
is a uositive quantitv. From the forgoing reasoning, the 
n b· 
. . "~':""- ~ restn.ct~ons on 2._. - can be relaxed h\f neglecting Ai' s. 
i =1 ),i 
Thus Lo. (4.26) results 1n 
n b.; 2·· .L>o 
i::: 1 ;A.i 
(4.28) 
Eq. (4.28) is a necessary condition on the existence of a 
Liapunov function by Lur'e's Method. 
ror the case of indirect control, the Liapunov function 
is chosen in the form of Eq. (4.13). Differentiating Eq. 
(4.13) results in 
• n 
V = ~ A·v•\r· 
..:::::__ l l··· l i=l 
+ vr<o-> 
. 
n n a·a.v.v. 2:2:: lJ·"lJ 
• • '.; + 'l.~· ..J.:l "J :1 A.J.. "' 
(4.29) 
The first three terms of Eq. (4.29) are the same as Eq. 
(4.17). The fourth term mav be exoanded bv using Eq. (4.11b) 
tTF(cr) : F(a-) 
= F(o-) 
{ ~ Y]- JbF(~)} { i: b·v· - rf-'(o-)} i=l 1. l 
where the coefficients bi are determined from b,and r - Jb, 
then 
• n 
v = 2: 
i=l 
n 
- ( 2. 
i=l 
a·v· l 1. 
(4.30) 
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The second and the third terms .can be ·Written as 
Then Eq. (4.30) becomes 
n n 
+ F(o-) ~ "i ( A· + b· + 2a· .Jr- 2a· Z: f;l ~ ~ 1 ~ j:l Ai 
a· 
J ) 
+ A.· J 
(4.31) 
• 
V is negative definite if the coefficient of F(~) is zero, 
By neglecting A., dividing bYAi and equating the coefficient ~ 
of F(o-) to zero: 
(4.32) 
Applving the identitv of Eq. (4,2~~)to Eq. (4.32), yields 
n b. n 2a· n a. )2 ~ ..:..+ 2: __:_,IF .. ( 2: ~ 0 = 
i=l A.• i=l .A· i=l 
"' 
~ ~ J.. 
(4,33) 
Comnleting the S(]Uare 
n a· 2 n b· ( ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 - -Jr) + - + I' = 
i=l >-i i=l Ai 
(4.34) 
Therefore, the a. • s will be real or complex conjugate if and ~ 
only if 
n b· 
( !" + L: 1 ) > a 
- (4.35) i=l A.• l. 
Satisfaction of the condition of Ea. (4.28) or Eq. 
(4.35) does not guarantee that the svstem is stable unless 
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a suitable Li.apunov function can be found, which requires 
the evaluation of ai's and Ai's bv simultaneous solutions of 
the set of eauations Ea. (4.23) for direct control or Eq. 
(4.32) for indirect control., So Eq. (4.28) or Eq. (4,35) 
states a necessary but not sufficient condition for 
stabilitv. On the other hand, if Eq. (4.28) or Eq. (4.35) 
fails to satisfied, this indicates that a suitable Liaounov 
function cannot be constructed bv using this procedure. 
Example 1. Consider a second order nonlinear control 
h . ~- 1 svstem as s own 1n .1g. • 
R=o + 
5(5+1) 
Block Diagram of Examole 1 
To investigate its stabilitv condition, this svstem mav be 
redrawn as in Fig. 2. 
R=<> 
Fig. 2 Redrawn Block Diagram of Fig. 1 
This is an 11 indirect control" system and the state equations 
defining the S'rstem are Ea. ( 4 .. 7 a, b, c) 
From Eq. ( 4. 7 a, b • c) 
X] = [A 2 J x] + G]b 
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' 6:: bF(r-) 
and from the block diagram of Fig. 2, this set of equations 
can be written as 
. 
xl :: -xl + s 
. 




[A2] = [-1], G) = 1], b ::: 1 
F (<r) ::: cr3 J!, :: -1, ,J = 0 
The eigenvalue of [A2] t 
.Alt is -1 and from Eq. ( 4. 8) 
[D2] ::: C-1], [P] ::: [1] 
[D -1] 2 = [-1], [p-1] :::[ 1 J 
The canonical equations from Ea. (4.lla, b) are 
Y] = [D2] Y) + l]F(<r) 
. 
cr, = b YJ 
Hhere J:, = J1. [P][D2][V2] 
and [V2 ] 1] ::: [n2-1J[p-1] G]b 
Substituting values of the matrices 
. 




Therefore, b1 = -1 and from Eq. (4.35) 
n bi -1 
r+2: = =1)'0 
i=1 Ai -1 
This shows that a·'s can be evaluated to be real or comolex J. 
conjugate. 
Eq. ( 4. 3 3) • 
It is now necessary to solve for the a.'s from 
J. 
where 











= 0 t al ::: l 
-1 
I-Ii th this value substituted into Eq. ( 4.13), v.rhere the Ai' s 
are made zero. 
v = vi/2 + J:"r(q--)d(T" = vt/2 + o-4 /4 
which is nositive definite. 
The derivative is 
which is negative definite. 
Therefore, this system is globally asvmntotically stable. 
Example 2. Consider a third order "indirect control" 
case as shown in fig. 3 
R=o -+ 
Fig. 3 Block Diagram of Examnle 2. 
To represent this svstem in state variable equations, the 
system eauations are 
. 
:x:l + 2xl = x2 
x2 + x2 = b 
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-2 1 0 
xJ ::: x] 
-
0 
,, -1 1 
Thus 
f-2 1 [A2] ::: 
l. 0 -1 
To find the eigenvalues of[A2), the following equation is 
solved j [ A2 ] - A I I ::: 0 
r- 2-J\ l 1 = (-2-?) (-1->) = 0 
L o -1-r. 
Al ::: -2, A 2 ::: -1 
To find the corresnonding eigenvectors ~l = -2 is substituted 
in the e<1uation 
[A2J x] - Ax] = O] 
f 1 1 r 1 ~-2+2 
-1+2 J O] l 2 = l 0 
Or Ox1 + x2 = 0 
Ox1 + x2 ::: 0 
Thus 
x1 :: k, x2 = 0 
The first eigenvector is 
v 1 ::: ko 1 normalized v 1 : el : r .. 01 'J 
) ' ' 
The second eigenvector is similarly found. 
... i'-x] = O)vields 
Thus 
kl 
-v :: 2 
[ " 
kJ normalized v2 = ~ 2 = ~ J2 




.,, (P] aaJ., • 
I PI 
(-2 0 l 
!· l 0 -1 L 
"' 
:: 






i' '• I 1 l I l l 
l 









The original for"m of the indirect control system equations 
are 
. 
'6 :: bF (IT) 
a- =J.!,:x:J- ~r?; 
From the block diagram of Fig. 3, it can be seen that 
. 
?> = F(a-) :: (-x1 ) 3 b :: 1 






= r (l 0 ll] G] = [r•,] 1] 
1 l 0 1 .l 
n 
.. b Y] = ~ b·v· L_. ~'~ i=l 
For J:..~ :: 
[V] 




Bv substituting the values of these kno-vm matrices into Eq. 
(5.36) and (5.37), [V] and b result in 
[V] : [: f J 
,,k=[O,O] 




for ,J = 0 I" = ::: 0 
Therefore, Eq. (4.35) is not satisfied and this shows 
that the ai's cannot be constructed to be real or complex 
conjugate, thus the coefficient of every term in the V-
function, Eq. ( 4 .16) , cannot be made real. This indicates 
that a suitable Liapunov function cannot be constructed 
using the recommended procedure. 
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V. THE METHOD OF SZEGO 
The method 6f Sze~o is used to investigate the stabilitv 
of a given nonlinear, autonomous svstern whose nonlinearitv is 
representable in nolynomial form. For convenience of 
derivation, consider the state variable representation of a 
nonlinear autonomous svstem 
X] :: [B] x] (5.1) 
The procedure of this method is based on the use of a 
V-function with some variable coefficients which is called a 
generating V-function. The generating V-function is to be a 
polynomial in xl, x2 , ••• , xn that is represented as a 
quadratic form with variable coefficients: 
n n 
:: 2: ~ 
i=l 4=1 
= 6 [A] x] 
where a .• = a .. 11 ., 1 
( 5. 2 ) 
The coefficients, aij(xi, xj), are arbitrariallv chosen 
to not be functions of xn. Trying to determine the unknown 
parameters aij as functions of the first n-1 variables such 
that dV/dt is semidefinite (negative or nositive) is the 
problem. Since this svstem representation annlies onlv to 
the case in which the nonlinearity is representable in nolv-
nomial form and ai;(x., xJ·)'s are not functions of xn, then 
.I J. . 
dV /dt can be expressed in a quadratic of xn, therefore the 
coefficients will be calculated up to a constant factor bv 
means of some simnle algebraic eauations. As a generating 
V-function, one mav choose the simnlest definite function 
whose first derivative is of second order vdth resnect to 
the variable Xn• 
Consider the second order svstem 
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( 5. 3) 
where f(xl, x2 ) is a polvnomial of at most first degree in 
x2 and p(x1 ) is a polynomial of x1 • The generating V-func-
tion vJi 11 be 
v :: (5.4) 
~rhere ai j ( x1 ) are unknown polynomial functions in x1 • The 
total time derivative of Eq. (5.4) combined Hith Eq. (5.3) 
has the form 
.~al2Cxl) xl] x~ 
ax1 
+ 2[a12 <tt}l<t + a 22 x 2 J [f(x1 , x 2 )x2 + p:(x1 )x1 J 
( 5. 5) 
In trying to calculate the functions a· . ( x1 ) in such ~J 
a wav that Ea. (5.5) is semidefinite, one would have to 
solve a svstem of nonlinear differential equations. Under 
the assumption that aijCx1 ) are nolvnomials in x1 , it is 
Possible to solve this problem in two stens. 
1 oa] 1 (xl) Since a 11 cx1 ) and~ oxl x1 are polynomials of 
variable x1 , the bracket terms mav be reolaced by a net-J' 
I 
coefficient a· ~ x1.> lJ 
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a-!.(x1 ):: a .. (x) + €·· ]ai-i(xl) 
. l.J l.J 1 1."1 dJ\.1 (5.6) 
where Eil's are nositive constants. 
Renlacin~ the a .. bv a~ . , the total time derivative of 
1.1 l.J 
V takes on the form 
dV/dt = 2a~ 1 <x1 )x1x2 + 2ai2 Cxrx; 
+ 2[al2(xl)xl + a22x2][f(xl' x2)x2 + g(xl)xl] 
(5.7) 
Since the variable coefficients aij(xi, x;) do not 
contain xn, dV/dt is alwavs an al~ebraic eauation of second 
degree in xn, which is an eauation of second de~ree in x 2 
for Ea. (5.7). Consequently, the solution of the equation 
dV/dt = 0 will, geometrically speaking, define two surfaces 
in the state space. The sign of dV/dt will be changed from 
one side to another of these surfaces. If the coefficients 
aij (x1 ) are pronerlv chosen such that these surfaces coin-
cide, the sign of dV/dt will not change in the whole state 
space. This is the case in vJhich the solution of the 
system Eq. (5.3) is stable or unstable in this state snace. 
Consider now dV/dt in peneral, two sets of coefficients 
exist, a .. (x., x.) and -~L. (xi, xJ·). To eliminate the 
1.] 1. J .l.J 
excessive number of a~bitrary coefficients these two sets of 
coefficients are made eaual to ~ij(xi, xl). Consider an 
arbitrarv equation of the same form as dV/dt in Ea. (5.7) 
such as 
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+ [2ai2(xl)xl + a22x2][f(xl, x2)x2 + g(xl)xl] 
( 5. 8) 
The coefficients aii<x1)rs are nolvnomial functions. 
They can be denoted as 
N k k 
a· dx1 ) ::: > h .. x1 J.l ~ J.1 
.. k:::O ( 5 • 9) 
Note that the suoerscrint k on hij does not denote the kth 
k pot<ter of hij but only a constant of the term x 1 • Substi tut-
ing Eq. (5.9) into Eq. (5.6) the coefficients a! .(x1 > will J.] 
consequently have the following form 
N k k 
a! .(x1 ) =h .. + ~ h~·(l + Eii~i.)x1 J.] l.J k=O l.J ·· J 
k 
where f3 .. and E·· are nositive constants, so al.!J .. Cx1 ) can be f"'J.] l.J . . 
defined as 
a!. (x1 ) J.] = 
N 
-s-· 
~ ...... -k=O 
k k 
gii xl 
The nolvnomial function a! .(x1)t therefore. has the . . 1.] , 
same 
only 
form as a .. <x1 ) in the 1.1 
if h~. = O~and 2) sign l.J . 
E·· are positive constants. l.J 
sense that 1) g~. = 0 if and 
1.1 
k k . k gl.. 1• = sign h .. , since R .• and 
- J.] \"'l.J 
Expression Eq. (5.8) will 
consequently have the same form as dV/dt.. The surfaces 
~(x) = 0 would have the same properties that dV/dt = 0 has. 
When the values, aij<x1), are found from ~(x) = o, the 
form of the V-function is known. This new V-function is in 
the form of 
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which can be written as 
V = a0 x~ + a1x~ + ••• + ar_2x!x2· + ar_1xix2 + arx~ 
(5.10) 
where the values m, n, ••• pare known because the aij(xi' 
xj)'s are already found and a 1 , a 2 , ••• , ar are simple 
constants. 
The constant coefficients are determined again by 
constraints on dV/dt which makes it at least semidefinite. 
The above discussion can be seen more clearly bv the follow-
ing examples. 
Example 3. The block diagram of a nonlinear control 
system is shown in Fig. 1. 
R=O + 
Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Example 3 
The differential equation is 
x + x + x3 = o 
The dynamic equations in state variable form are 
(5.11) 
From Eq. (5.4) since a 22 is a constant, the V-function can 
be assumed as 
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V = a11 cx1 )x~ + 2a12 cx1 )x1 x 2 + x~ 




= 2a (x )x x + a_aJl (xlJ x 2x + 2a (x )x 2 11 1 l 2 n x 1 2 12 1 2 
·- 1 
(5.13) 
Rea:r"ranging- Ea. (5.13) in the form of Eo. (5.5) and then 
substituting Eo. (5.6) and x 2 from Ea. (5.11), vields dV/dt 
in the form of a quadratic in x 2 : 
~ = x~[2ai 2 <x1 > - 2] + x2[2ail<x1 >x1 - 2a12 cx1>x1 -
3] 4 2x1 - 2a12 cx1 )x1 
the same argument that leads to Eq. (5.8), x) can be 
constructed as 
~r(x) = x~[2ai 2 Cx1 ) - 2] + x 2[2ai1 <x1 )x1 - 2ai2 <x1 )x1 -
2xfJ - 2ai 2 <x1 )x~ 
Here ~(x) is arranged as a auadratic in x2 and the roots 
can be made to coincid.e if the radical in the usual quadratic 
formula is made equal to zero, i.e. 
c(x2+~x+J"'=O 
~2 - 401tf'= 0 (5.14) 
For this \(( x) 
!:.1\ = 2ai 2 <x1 ) - 2 
1:3 = 2ai1 (x1 )x1 - 2ai2Cx1 >x1 - 2xi 
;r-:: 2ai2 (xl)xi 
Eq. ( 5 .14) is only one equation with two undetermined 
coefficients, the values of ai1 <x1 ) and ai2 <x1 ) cannot be 
determined. Thus a possible solution is to make ~ and B or 
\ 
~and ~equal to zero, which still satisfies the condition 
of Eq, ( 5,14). 
Now choosing ~ and f to be zero, 
Thus 'Jf(x) is known, and the form of V associated with 




Differentiate Eq. (5,15)~ substitute Eq, (5,10), and arrange 
it as a quadratic in x2 
2 3 3 : dV /dt = C-2 + a2 >x2 + (-2x1 - a 2x1 + ~ht1xi: .+ ... 4a0 x~o)x2 
- a2xi (5.16) 
To make the surfaces dV /dt = 0 to coincide, set o( = 0, 
and (3= 0 
From Eq • ( 5 • 16 ) 
o1. = -2 + a 2 = 0 
so that a2 = 2 
and 




a • - 1/2 0 
"a· = 1 1 
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(5.17) 
Differentiatinr Eo. (5.17) and substituting Eq. (5.11) 
results in 
dV/dt 
Now V is positive definite and dV/dt negative semi-
definite, so Theorem 1 of Chapter 3 annlies to the whole 
state space. Thus the given system is globall'\? asvmptoti-
callv stable. 
Examnle 4. Consider the application of this meth.od to 
the third order case shown in Fig. 3 
....------... 
R=o + I x~ I 1-~~~~!ll---~-
_.:.:._....:.y __ _,l ,1---------l, 5 (S+()(S+2)j 
Fig. 3. Block Diagram of Example 4 
The differential eouation is 
x + 3X + 2X + x3· = o 
In the state variable form, the equations are 
X = :x:1 
. 
:x:l = :x:2 
• 
x2 = x3 
• 3 
x 3 = -3x3 - 2x2 - x 1 
From Eq. (5.2), Vis set to be 





The terms inside the bracket of the second and third terms 
are not necessarily equal. In substituting the a! .(x., x1.)'s ~] ~ .. 
into dV/dt, an additional coefficient should be introduced. 
The third bracket term is assumed to be bi2<x1 , x2). 




~[a23(x2)x2(2x2 + xf) + al3(xl)xl(2x2 + xf) 
- al2(xl, x2)x~- all(xl)xlx2] (5.21) 
The formation of ~(x) is accomplished bv substituting 
af;Cx., x.) for the terms with a .. (x,·, x.). The resulting 
... 1. J lJ - J 
"'' x) becomes 
"-}JOD =-x~ [3a33 - a2 3 <x2 )J 
3 
- x 3 [a33 (2x2 + xl) + 3a2 3 <x2)x2 + 3a} 3 <x1)x1 
(5.22) 
To make the surfaces resulting from the eauation ~(x)=O 
to coincide, the radical of the usual quadratic formula is 
made equal to zero. In this case f and ~ are made zero. · In 
'+ r- • a term in x1 results, which cannot be cancelled unless 
ai 3<x1 ) is zero. 
From Eq. (5,Z2.·) with ai3 Cx1 > = 0 
thus 
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Here there are two equations with three unknowns, one 





Substituting the values of Eq. (5.23) and (5.24) into 
Eq. ( 5. 25) and letting (3 = 0 results in 
2a33x2 + 3x2 = azz<x2)x2 
3 
a33xl = bl2(xl' x2)xl 
Here there are still two equations with three unknowns, thus 
letting a 33 = 1, 
Thus the information on coefficient values is 
a' <x2 ) = 5, 22 
Using Eq. (5.10), the V-function can be reworked as 
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(5.26) 
Differentiate Eq. (5.26), substitute Eq. (5.18), and 
arrange it as a quadratic in x3 ., and. let: a0~ ·= a 4 = 1. This 
vie1ds 
dV/dt = x3(a3 -
+ [3x~x2 
Forcing o<= 0 t . Eq. ~n 
o<=a -6=0, 3 
Forcing ~= 0 t in Eq. 
(3= 3 alxl + 2a2x2 
therefore, 
3 2x 3 = 0' alxl 1 
2a2x2 - 3a3x2 -
Thus 
6) + x3[alxf + 2a2x2 - 3a3x2 




a = 6 3 
vields 
-
3a3x2 .. 4x2 
al 
4x2 = 0 t a2 
in 
2 3 
xl = 0 
= 2 
= 11 
Ltx2 .;. 2xfJ 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
Differentiating Eq. (5.28) and substituting Eq. (5.18) 
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results in 
This V is not nosi tive definite in a closed surface region 
around the origin and dV/dt is also not negative semi-
definite around the origin, thus Theorem 2 applies. There-
fore this V-function fails to determine whether this 
system is stable or not. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
The second method of Liapunov is definitely of value for 
the stability investigation of nonlinear control systems. 
Liapunov's theorems permit verification of the stability of 
a nonlinear system without requiring the solution of the 
nonlinear differential equations. This verification onlv 
requires the formation of a suitable Liapunov function. 
Lur'e's method and Szego's method are limited in their 
uses to certain classes.of systems. For certain types of 
systems, the nonlinear equations can be nut in a canonical 
form, and when this is nossible, Lur'e's method can be tried. 
In Example 1 Lur'e's method is successfully used in 
ll J testing for the necessary condition that the ai 1 s 
are real or complex conjugate, and 
[2] solving the simultaneous equations Eq. (4.24), so 
that a Liapunov function is obtained. 
Thus the system is globally asymptotically stable. In 
Example 2, Eq .• (4.35) is not satisfied, i.e. real or complex 
conjugate values of the a.'s cannot be obtained. Thus this 
l. 
method fails to determine if the system is stable or not. 
The success of Szego's method of generating V-functions 
depends completely upon the similaritv in form of the unde-
termined coefficients of dV/dt and ~(x). The form determined 
for V mav be successful in solving the nroblems, even though 
~(x) could not be constrained as desired. However in a 
nroblem picked at random the opnosite might well be true, 
that is, it may be possible to constrain ~(i) as desired, 
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but not dV/dt. Thent of course, no result would be obtained. 
Hence Szego's method is not guaranteed to work. Example 3~ 
tvhich is the same problem as Example 1, is worked out 
satisfactorily with Szego's method. In Example 4, a V-
function is obtained by Szegots method but it is not a 
Liapunov function and thus fails to determine if the 
svstem is stable or unstable. 
The idea of forcing the tHo surfaces that result from 
the equation ~(x) = Q to coincide is concentuallv annealing. 
Yet the meaning is not always clear esneciallv in comnlex or 
higher order svstems, for there are more coefficients to be 
determined than equations. 
In summing up, Lur'e 1 s method may be successfully ap-
nlied to svstems [1 J which are representable in canonical 
form and (2 ] which are globallv asymutoticallv stable only. 
Szego's method may be successfully applied to svstems Hhose 
nonlinearitv is representable in polynomial form. It is very 
difficult to use this method with higher order svstems. In 
defense to these two methods 1 Lur'e's method is simole and 
convenient for use while Szego's method is useful for a 
certain special class of systems and nrovides a possibilitv 
of identifying the limit surface of stability, which can be 
seen from Szego's paper (8). 
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